Cheers! Alan Connor

ACROSS
1. He'd like to be under the sea
6. Top-left on a keyboard, usually
9. _____ glasses
14. e.g. Colin Dexter supping ale in Inspector Morse
15. Cupric oxide, symbolically
16. Bomba, basmati etc
17. Classic computers
18. 'Let me see...'
19. Schools, save single-sex schools
20. e.g. Rocky in Rocky
21. Prodigious percussion
23. Similar to a syllabub
24. Production number
25. They come after nus
26. Abbv. for point of sale that's electronic
29. Mouth-like holes in leaves
31. Last word in a palindrome
32. (with 35) 'It _____ to you that I'm acting confused' (What's Love Got To Do With It)
35. (see previous clue)
36. What you might find news in
37. Bill with ayes
38. 2017 is; 2018 could never be
39. Sticky substance
41. 'I would give all my fame for a pot of ____ and safety' (Henry V)
42. Titivate
44. Badger's burrow
45. They come after las
46. Gere's is white in Pretty Woman
47. Friends were invited to do so until last year
50. Crime scene #1
51. A little number by Ringo
52. Moonlight, say
56. It's rammed into ravioli
59. Absorb
60. Terra____
62. Strange brew?
63. Prefix meaning 'above'
64. Rubenesque
65. Thrower of shade
66. Language group that includes Hungarian
67. Ten decisteres
68. You might give one a massage
69. It gets hacked by hacks

DOWN
1. Skull skin
2. No-no
3. 'Let's _____ enough parishioners for a mass'
4. There's one for Christmas; there's another for Conference
5. Coming after *
6. Genuine in Gottingen
7. (see 44)
8. Perpetrate
9. Killer whale
10. First to arrive
11. Violin part to which strings are attached *
12. Likely to support Trump or Trotsky?
13. This one actually goes down
22. Biblical bk. which incl. 'The Lord is my shepherd'
24. _____ the line
27. Dagger signs used in footnotes
28. Some hotel rooms have them
30. Club ____
32. Syrup source
33. Pungent
34. Highest degree *
36. Puzzle theme, and reason to save starred clues til the end
39. Biblical bk. which incl. 50
40. Safety elevator inventor Elisha____
43. Parallel to a prefect
44. (with 7) Extensive extensor *
47. He's too small for Poohsticks
48. Served between fish and meat
49. (with 49) _____ is ____
53. On ____ (subject to favourable judgment)
54. Where to find Juventus, half the time
55. Not unhurriedly
57. Turned out
58. e.g. peas, BBs
60. Record label, The Freewheelin' Bob Dylan
61. Caught, say
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